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100% natural 
ingredients.

BACKGROUND

The Eden range was designed to offer 
high-quality FOOD SUPPLEMENTS for 
small animals.
-  The range includes 14 product 

references.
-  Healthy pet products, eco-designed with 

an appetising, colourful appearance, 
for sharing moments with your pet, 
particularly for children.

-  Packaging in keeping with the range’s 
commitments (see page 4)
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100% NATURAL

Organic leaf produce, 
picked and packaged 
in France

Vegetable chips

Vegetable chips

French hazel wood

French hazel wood

Premium French organic hay

Potato starch to attach 
the vegetables

Potato starch to attach 
the vegetables

PRODUCTS
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-  Environmentally responsible, 
plastic-free bags, produced 
from wood fibre.

-  100% biodegradable and 
compostable, zero waste.

-  Eden bags are totally 
transparent, allowing you to 
see the contents clearly.

Biodegradable, compostable 
or reusable hessian bag

Recyclable 
cardboard, plant-based 

inks and 
"Imprim'Vert" 

supplier

Biodegradable, 
compostable cotton tie

PACKAGING

Ideas for reusing 
the hessian bag
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URINARY 
WELLBEING TONIC

GASTROINTESTINAL 
WELLBEING

GASTROINTESTINAL 
WELLBEING

Eden Organic Dandelion Leaves - 14 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 500

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUUZ:

Eden Organic Nettle Leaves and Flowers - 20 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 501

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUVW:

Eden Organic Mallow Leaves and Flowers - 25 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 502

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUW^:

Eden Organic Raspberry Leaves - 20 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 503

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUX[:

NATURAL ORGANIC TREATS, PRODUCED IN FRANCE.
AROMATIC HERBS
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Eden Wood & Carrot Sticks - 36 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 508

&:DDQKMC=U^ZU]V:

Eden Wood & Beetroot Sticks - 36 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 509

&:DDQKMC=U^ZU^]:

Eden Wood & Parsnip Sticks - 36 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 510

&:DDQKMC=U^ZVUY:

Eden Mixed Wood Sticks - 36 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 511

&:DDQKMC=U^ZVVV:

Exclusively containing natural ingredients, the sticks decorated with vegetables are treats which will help 
your pet manage dental growth while being a genuinely high-quality delicious treat. 
Vegetables are attached to the wood using a natural substance, potato starch.

NATURAL, APPETISING TREATS
STICKS AND MINI VEGETABLES
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Eden Wood & Carrot Discs - 35 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 504

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUYX:

Eden Wood & Beetroot Discs - 40 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 505

&:DDQKMC=U^ZUZU:

Eden Wood & Parsnip Discs - 40 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 506

&:DDQKMC=U^ZU[\:

Eden Mixed Wood Discs - 40 g

 110 x 35 x 220 mm
 6

209 507

&:DDQKMC=U^ZU\Y:

NATURAL, APPETISING TREATS 
WOODEN DISCS AND MINI VEGETABLES

Exclusively containing natural ingredients, the discs decorated with vegetables are treats which will help your pet 
manage dental growth while being a genuinely high-quality delicious treat. 

Vegetables are attached to the wood using a natural substance, potato starch.
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PREMIUM ORGANIC HAY
ORGANIC TIMOTHY HAY

-  Barn-dried* and carefully hand-packaged in hessian bags 
(protected from light), to preserve the long fibres and their full 
nutritional properties.

- Extremely appetising.
-  Very rich in fibres, its contributes to your pet’s healthy 

digestion.
-  Owing to its low calcium content, timothy hay contributes to 

urinary wellbeing.

*Barn-dried: the hay is dried inside, protected from sunlight.

Eden Organic Timothy Hay 
200 g

 300 x 200 x 450 mm
 3

212 121

&:DDQKMC=VWVWV[:
500 g

 500 x 260 x 500 mm
 3

212 122

&:DDQKMC=VWVWWX:

Ideas for reusing 
the hessian bag
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MARKETING RESOURCES

Rear attachment

Recyclable plastic pins

Presentation of the whole range.

Reduced use of floor space. 

100% recyclable FSC* cardboard.

Enhance the product and bring out the 
value of the raw material. 

100% recyclable FSC* cardboard.

For your treats on display, upon simple request.
Rear attachment

Eden pin tag FR x12
704 203

&:DDQKMH=UYWUXZ:

100% recyclable paper

*FSC: sourced from responsibly managed and sustainable forests or plantations.

Eden timothy hay POS 
advertising brown paper

704 183EN

&:DDQKMI=UYV]X^:
 350 x 250 x 500 mm

Eden brown paper display 
stand

704 182

&:DDQKMH=UYV]WX:
 400 x 240 x 1750 mmReiterate product advantages and QR code.


